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The generalized Hamiltonian flow F generated by a smooth function on at
symplectic manifold S with smooth boundary ­S is considered. It is proved that if
F has no tangencies of infinite order to ­S, then given a metric d on S, an integralt
 .  .curve s t of F , a compact neighbourhood K of s 0 in S, and T ) 0, there existt
  .  ..   .  ..a < <a ) 0 and C ) 0 such that d s t , r t F Cd s 0 , r 0 holds for t F T
 .  .whenever r t is an integral curve of F with r 0 g K. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.t
1. INTRODUCTION
Given a symplectic manifold S with boundary ­S and a smooth Ham-
.iltonian function p on S, satisfying certain non-degeneracy conditions, the
generalized Hamiltonian flow is a local flow F : S ª S. It was first definedt
w x  .by Melrose and Sjostrand 11, 12 in the case S s T* M , p being theÈ
principal symbol of a certain differential operator on the manifold with
boundary M. Their study was motivated by investigations on propagations
of singularities of differential operators and inspired by previous works of
w x w x w xMelrose 8, 9 , Anderson and Melrose 1 , Ivrii 3 , Morawetz, Ralston, and
w x w x  w xStrauss 13 , Taylor 16 , and others see also Hormander 4, Sect. 24 andÈ
.the Notes there . Later it was shown that the generalized Hamiltonian flow
is encountered in many important problems in spectral and scattering
 w x.theory cf., for example, 2, 10, 14 .
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To give a rough idea what the generalized Hamiltonian flow is see
.Section 2 for the precise definition , consider the classical case when
 . nS s T* V = R , where V is a domain in R with smooth boundary ­ V,
and p is the principal symbol of the wave operator. The projection of the
generalized Hamiltonian flow on V determines a flow called the general-
ized geodesic flow in V. Roughly its integral curves can be described as the
possible trajectories of a point moving with constant speed in the interior
of V, reflecting from ­ V following the usual law of the geometrical optic.
When the point reaches ­ V with direction of motion tangential to ­ V,
under certain circumstances, it may start to move on ­ V along a geodesic
line on ­ V. Under similar circumstances the point might leave ­ V
entering the interior of V, etc. Clearly, this flow is connected with two very
well known flows in the theory of dynamical systems: the billiard flow and
the geodesic flow. For example, if V is a strictly convex bounded domain,
then the generalized geodesic flow coincides with the billiard flow in the
interior of V and with the standard geodesic flow on ­ V.
In general the behavior of the generalized Hamiltonian flow is rather
w x  wcomplicated. In fact, as an example of M. Taylor 16 shows see also 4,
x.Sect. 24 , this is not always a flow in the usual sense of dynamical systems,
since there may exist different integral curves issued from one and the
same point of the phase space.
In the present paper we make the assumption that the Hamiltonian
vector field H has no tangencies of infinite order to ­S which guaranteesp
 w x.cf. 11 that the generalized Hamiltonian flow F is well-defined as a localt
flow. However, even under this assumption the situation still looks rather
complicated. The main difficulty comes from the fact that near the
 .boundary ­S each integral curve consists of several pieces segments
 .satisfying different systems of Hamiltonian differential equations. In the
case when only transversal reflections occur, each segment satisfies the
same system of differential equations but then the condition of impact at
the boundary must be taken into account and the fact that the number of
 .segments pieces of the curve tends to infinity as the curve gets closer to
the boundary ­S. Having this in mind, one can see why the regularity
properties of the generalized Hamiltonian flow cannot be very good. In
fact, the flow is even discontinuous but making some standard identifica-
tions of points along the boundary ­S, one gets a continuous flow. This was
w x  w x.established by Melrose and Sjostrand 11 . It is known see 9; 4, Sect. 24È
that the strongest regularity property that the generalized Hamiltonian
1 flow might have in general is Holder continuity of order see also Sec-È 2
.tion 2 below .
In this paper we show that the generalized Hamiltonian flow has a
property stronger than continuity}we call it weak Holder continuity.È
 .  .Given a metric space X, d , we say that a flow f : X ª X t g R ist
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weakly Holder continuous if for each x g X and each T ) 0 there existÈ 0
 .  .C s C x ) 0 and a s a x ) 0 such that0 0
a
< <d f x , f x F Cd x , x , t F T . .  .  . .t 0 t 0
Though this property has a lot to do with the geometry of ­S, it is quite
easy to show that it is equivalent to its local version which has a purely
analytic nature and concerns dependence of integral curves on their initial
points. The situation here resembles that of an impulsive differential
 w x .equation cf. 5 , for example . The difference is that the times of impact at
the boundary ­S and the number of these impacts on a given time interval
< <t F T are different for different integral curves.
It is worth mentioning that the result proved below is not trivial even in
the special case of the generalized geodesic flow in a convex but not
. 2strictly convex domain V ; R with smooth boundary ­ V. Then of course
the interesting case is when the initial integral curve is the boundary ­ V
 .or part of it . If ­ V is strictly convex, the weak Holder continuity followsÈ
 w x.easily from the remarkable results of Lazutkin see, for example, 6 and
w xMelrose 9 . In this case the behaviour of the flow near ­ V is rather
simple because of the existence of invariant curves. However, if the
curvature of ­ V vanishes somewhere, invariant curves no longer exist see
w x.Mather 7 and the situation becomes much more complicated. The
question remains whether in this special case the flow is Holder continu-È
ous. It seems very unlikely that this is so in the general situation consid-
ered in this paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN
RESULT
Let S be a symplectic manifold with boundary ­S and let p: S ª R be a
 `. w x  w x.smooth C function with dp / 0. Following 11 see also 4, Sect. 24 ,<­ S
one defines the generalized Hamiltonian flow of p as follows.
` .Let w g C S be a defining function of ­S, i.e., w ) 0 in S _ ­S and
 .w s 0 on ­S w might be only locally defined around ­S . Assume that
 4w , w , p / 0. 4
 4  wHere f , g denotes the Poisson bracket of the functions f and g cf. 4,
x .  4Sect. 21.1 , for example , i.e., f , g s H g s yH f , where H g s L g isf g f H f
the Lie deri¨ ati¨ e of g with respect to the Hamiltonian ¨ector field Hf
 .determined by the function f. If x , . . . , x , j , . . . , j are local symplec-1 n 1 n
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tic coordinates in S, then
­ f ­ f ­ f ­ f
H s , . . . , , y , . . . , y ,f  /­j ­j ­ x ­ x1 n 1 n
n ­ f ­ g ­ f ­ g
 4f , g s H gs y .f  /­j ­ x ­ x ­jj j j jjs1
j j  jy1 .The operators H are then defined by induction: H g s H H g forff f f
j ) 1. By definition H 0 g s g.f
We are going to determine the flow of p on the zero le¨el set
S s py1 0 . .
Consider the following subsets of S:
G s s g S : w s s H w s s 0 glancing set , .  .  . 4p
G s s g G : H 2w s ) 0 diffractive set , .  . 4d p
G s s g G : H 2w s - 0 gliding set , .  . 4g p
Gk s s g G : H j w s s 0 ; j s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 , . 4p
`
` kG s G .F
ks2
The gliding ¨ector field H G on G is defined byp
H 2wpGH s H q H .p p w2H pw
w xDEFINITION 11 . Let I ; R be an interval. A curve g : I ª S is called
 .a generalized integral cur¨ e bicharacteristic of p if there exists a discrete
subset B of I such that:
 .  .  .i if t g I _ B and g t g S _ ­S j G , then there existsd
g 9 t s H g t ; .  . .p
 .  .ii if t g I _ B and g t g G _ G , then there existsd
g 9 t s H G g t ; .  . .p
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 .  .iii for each t g B, g t q s g S _ ­S for all small s / 0 and there
 .  .exist the limits g t y 0 / g t q 0 which are points of one and the same
integral curve of w on ­S.
Clearly, such a curve g has discontinuities at the points of B. To get a
continuous curve we have to identify some pairs of points on ­S. Consider
the following equivalence relation on S: x ; y iff either x s y or x g S l
­S, y g S l ­S and x and y lie on one and the same integral curve of w
Äon ­S. The quotient space S s Sr; , which carries a natural structure of
a manifold with boundary, is called compressed characteristic set and the
Äprojection g of a generalized integral curve g on S is a continuous curveÄ
called compressed integral cur¨ e of p.
In what follows we assume that
G` s B.
In this case one can define a flow
Ä ÄF : S ª S , t g R,t
Ä 4such that F : t g R is a compressed integral curve of p for each s g St
 w x. w xcf. 11 . It was shown in 11 that the maps F are continuous.t
Remark. It is clear from the definition that the maps F depend on w.t
 4In general w is only locally defined and so in such cases F is a local flowt
< <defined for small t . However, the integral curves of p, disregarding their
parametrization, are globally defined and do not depend on w. To avoid
the inconvenience caused by the change of the parameter along integral
curves, one may consider maps between cross-sections of a given integral
 .curve the same definition as that of a Poincare map . Since the problemÂ
we deal with below is of local nature, and locally the maps between
cross-sections and F have equivalent behaviour, we consider the maps Ft t
as if they were globally defined.
Note that in general the maps F are not smooth. This is easily seen fort
S s T* V = R , 1 .  .
V being a domain in R n with smooth boundary ­ V, and p given by
n
2 2p x , j s j y j . 2 .  . i nq1
is1
An elementary argument shows that if V is the interior or the exterior of a
1nball in R , then the maps F are Holder continuous with Holder exponent ,È Èt 2
1and is the maximal number with this property.2
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Given S and p as in the beginning of this section, fix an arbitrary metric
Äd on S generating its topology. The following result has been announced
w xin 15 .
Ä ÄTHEOREM 1. Let r g S, K be a compact neighbourhood of r in S,0 0
and T ) 0. There exist constants C ) 0 and a ) 0 such that0
a
d F r , F r F C d r , r 3 .  .  . .t 0 t 0
< <for e¨ery r g K and e¨ery t with t F T .0
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of this theorem.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Consider the following local version of the statement of Theorem 1.
ÄLEMMA 1. Let r g S be fixed. There exist a neighbourhood U of r in0 0 0
Ä  .S and constants T ) 0, C ) 0, a ) 0 such that 3 holds for all r g U and0
w xt g 0, T .
ÄLet us first show that Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 1. Let r g S,0
T ) 0, and let r s F r for t g R. It follows from Lemma 1 that for0 t t 0
each t there exist T ) 0, a ) 0, C ) 0, and a neighbourhood U of r int t t t t
ÄS such that
a t < <d F s , F r - C d s , r , s - T . .  . .s s t t t t
w xThere exist t , . . . , t g 0, T such that1 k 0
k
w xt y T , t q T > 0, T , .D i i i i 0
is1
where T s T . We may assume that 0 s t - ??? - t s T and t -i t 1 k 0 iq1i
t q T for all i s 1, . . . , k y 1. Seti i
k
y1U s F U l s : d r , s - 1 , 4 . .F0 t t 0i i
is1
C s max C C a i C a i a iy1 ??? C a i a iy1 ??? a 2 : 1 F i F k , 4i iy1 iy2 1
 4a s min a ??? a : 1 F i F k .1 i
 x  .Let r g U and t g 0, T . We claim that 3 holds. There exists i with0 0
t - t F t . Seti iq1
s s T y t , s s t y ti j jq1 j
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for j s 1, . . . , i y 1. Then we have
s q ??? qs s t , s q ??? qs q s s t .1 j jq1 1 iy1
Moreover 0 - s - T for all j s 1, . . . , i y 1 and 0 - s - T . Denotej j i
r s F r . The definition of U and r g U imply F r g U . Thereforej s 0 0 0 s tj 1 2
a1d F r , r s d F r , r s d F r , F r - C d r , r . . .  .  .t 1 s 1 s s 0 1 02 1 1 1
In the same way
a2a1d F r , r s d F F r , F r -C C d r , r . .  .  . .t 3 s s s 1 2 1 03 2 1 2
a qa1 2a2s C C d r , r . .2 1 0
Applying this procedure i times, one gets
a a ??? a1 2 ia a a a a ??? ai i iy1 i iy1 2d F r , F r - C C C ??? C d r , r .  .t t 0 i iy1 iy2 1 0
aF Cd r , r .0
 .which proves 3 .
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 1.
ÄDenote again by r an element of S the projection of which in S0
w x  w x.coincides with r . It follows by 11 cf. also 4, Sect. 24 that there exist0
local coordinates
x , j s x , . . . , x ; j , . . . , j .  .1 n 1 n
 .around r s 0, 0 in S such that w s x , i.e., locally0 1
S s x , j : x G 0 , 4 . 1
­S s x , j : x s 0 , 4 . 1
and
p x , j s a x , j j 2 y r x , j 9 , .  .  . .1
 .  .where a x, j ) 0 and r x, j 9 are smooth functions. Throughout we use
the notation
x9 s x , . . . , x , j 9 s j , . . . , j . .  .2 n 2 n
Introduce the function
p x , j s j 2 y r x , j 9 .  .Ã 1
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Ãand denote by F the generalized Hamiltonian flow of p on S. Clearly, FÃt t
Ãand F have the same integral curves, only the parametrization of theset
Ãcurves might be different. Hence F can be written in the form F s F ,t t l t, x, j .
 .  .   ..where l t, x, j is a smooth function with drdt l s a F x, j . It is nowt
 .  .clear that it is enough to prove the statements a and b replacing F byt
ÃF . This means that it is sufficient to prove these statements in the specialt
case when the function p has the form
p x , j s j 2 y r x , j 9 . 4 .  .  .1
Define the metric d by
< < < <d x , j , y , h s max max x y y , j y h , 4 .  . . i i i i
1FiFn
and set
F x , j s x t , j t . .  .  . .t
There are several cases for r .0
Case 1.
r g S _ ­S. In this case locally around r the generalized integral0 0
curves of p coincide with the integral curves of the Hamiltonian vector
field H , so the assertion follows trivially with a s 1.p
Case 2.
 . .r g G . This means that ­ rr­ x r ) 0. Then there exists a neigh-0 d 1 0
bourhood V of r in S and a constant c ) 0 with0 0
­ r
r G c, r g V . . 0­ x1
 .Choose a neighbourhood U of r and T ) 0 such that F U ; V for all0 0 t 0 0
w x w xt g 0, T . It then follows by 4, Lemma 24.3.4 that for each r g U the0
 w x4generalized integral curve F r : t g 0, T has at most one reflection.t
Using this one can easily derive that the assertion of the lemma holds with
1a s .2
Case 3.
r g G . As in the previous case, we find neighbourhoods U ; V of r0 g 0 0 0
and c ) 0 such that
­ r
r F yc, r g V . . 0­ x1
w x Using 4, Lemma 24.3.5 , we find a constant C9 ) 0 such that if F r : t gt
w x4 0, T is a reflecting bicharacteristic in this case it is equivalent to say that
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.the bicharacteristic is not entirely contained in G , then we haveg
h 2 t q y t F C9 h 2 0 q y 0 .  .  .  . .1 1 1 1
w xfor all t g 0, T , where
F r s y t ; h t . 5 .  .  .  . .t
1From this the assertion of the lemma follows easily with a s .2
Case 4.
k kq1 Ä  .  ..r g G _ G , k G 3. Let x9 t , j 9 t be the integral curve of theÄ0
G Ä .  .  .  .vector field H on G with initial conditions x9 0 s x9 0 , j 9 0 s j 9 0 .Äp
Set
­ r Äe t s 0, x9 t , j 9 t , .  .  .Ä .
­ x1
Ä< < < <f t s x9 t y x9 t q j 9 t y j 9 t . .  .  .  .  .Ä
 .  .  .  .Given r g S, define e t and f t as e t and f t , respectively, replacingr r
r with r.0
Choose neighbourhoods U ; V of r and T with0 0 0
1
0 - T F
2
so small that H k has a constant sign in V and F U ; V for allp 0 t 0 0
w xt g 0, T . Later we will impose other conditions on U and T.0
In the case under consideration we have
e t s at ky2 q l t t ky1 .  .
 .  w x w x.for some constant a / 0 and some smooth function l t cf. 11 or 4 .
Fix L ) 0 with
L L
< < < < w xl t F , l9 t F ; t g 0, T . .  .
2 2
Using standard facts from the theory of differential equations, it follows
that if U is small enough, then there exists a constant c ) 0 such that for0
every r g U we have the representation0
e t s a q a t q ??? qa t ky2 q at ky2 q m t t ky1 6 .  .  .r 0 1 ky2
with
< < < < < < w xa F cd ; i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 2; m t F L, m9 t F L ; t g 0, T , .  .i
7 .
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where
d s d r , r . .0
 .  .Then 5 and 6 imply
e t F at ky2 q cd 1 q t q ??? qt ky2 q Lt ky1 .  .r
1
ky2 ky1 ky2 ky1- at q cd q Lt - at q 2cd q Lt .
1 y t
 .In the same way one gets a similar estimate from below for e t whichr
implies
ky2 ky1 ky2 ky1 w xat y 2cd y Lt F e t F at q 2cd q Lt , t g 0, T . .r
8 .
Next, we distinguish two subcases. The first is the more difficult one.
Subcase 4.1. a - 0. Fix an arbitrary b ) 0. The assertion of Lemma 1
follows immediately from the following
LEMMA 2. U and T ) 0 can be chosen so small that there exists a0
constant A ) 0 with
 .1yb r2d F r , F r F A d r , r .  . .t 0 t 0
w xfor all r g U and all t g 0, T .0
 .Proof of Lemma 2. Take r g U and set d s d r , r as before. Then0 0
< <y 0 F d , h 0 F d , .  .1 1
 .  .and 7 and 8 yield
e e
ky2 ky21 y at y 2cd F e t F 1 q at q 2cd .r /  /2 2
w xfor all t g 0, T . In particular,
< < < < ky2 w xe t F 2 a t q 2cd , t g 0, T . 9 .  .r
In what follows we use the notation const to denote a positive constant
which does not depend on the choice of U , T , r, and t.0
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 . w xApplying the inequalities 24.3.7 in 4 , we get that
¡ t
< <y t F const t y s e s ds q d q d t , .  .  .H1 r /0
t~< < < <h t F const e s ds q d t q d , 10 .  .  .H1 r /0
t 2 2< <f t F const t y s e s ds q d t q d t . .  .  .Hr r¢  /0
Set
­ r
h t s y t , h9 t . .  .  . .
­ x1
w xIt follows from 4, p. 436 that
­ r ­ r
< <h t y e t s y t , h9 t y 0, y9 t , h9 t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Är ­ x ­ x1 1
F const f t q y t 11 .  .  . .r 1
w xfor all t g 0, T .
 .Our next aim is to estimate h t by means of d , a, and t. For this we will
 .  .  .  .  .use 10 and 11 . First, for f t , 9 and 10 implyr
t 2 ky2< <f t F const t y s 2 a s q 2cd ds q d .  .  .Hr  /0
t2 ky2< <s const t 2 a s q 2cd ds q d .H /0
< <2 a
3 kq1s const d q 2cd t q t /k y 1
< < kq1F const d q a t . .
Similarly,
t ky2< <y t F const t y s 2 a s q 2cd ds q 2d .  .  .H1  /0
t ky2< <F const t 2 a s q 2cd ds q 2d .H /0
< < kF const d q a t . .
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 .  .From these two estimates, 8 and 11 one gets
h t F e t q const f t q y t F at ky2 q const d q t ky1 . .  .  .  .  . .r r 1
In the same way,
h t G at ky2 y const d q t ky1 . .  .
Thus, there exists a constant M ) 0 such that
ky2 ky1 ky2 ky1 w xat y Md y Mt F h t F at q Md q Mt , t g 0, T . .
12 .
  .  ..Next, consider again the integral curve y t , h t of the vector fieldÄ Ä
G  .   ..  .   ..H such that y 0 s 0, y9 0 , h 0 s 0, h9 0 and recall thatÄ Äp
­ r ­ r
e t s y t , h9 t s 0, y9 t , 0, h9 t . .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä Ä Är ­ x ­ x1 1
w xFor all t g 0, T except finitely many points we have
n 2 n 2dh ­ r ­ r
t s y t , h9 t y t q y t , h9 t h t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç i idt ­ x ­ x ­ x ­j1 i 1 iis1 is2
­ 2 r
s y t , h9 t 2h t .  .  . . 12­ x1
n 2­ r ­ r
y y t , h9 t y t , h9 t .  .  .  . .  .
­ x ­ x ­j1 i iis2
n 2­ r ­ r
q y t , h9 t y t , h9 t . .  .  .  . .  .
­ x ­j ­ x1 i iis2
So, introducing the function
2 n 2­ r ­ r ­ r
R x , j s x , j 9 2j y x , j 9 x , j 9 .  .  .  .12 ­ x ­ x ­j­ x 1 i i1 is2
n 2­ r ­ r
q x , j 9 x , j 9 , .  .
­ x ­j ­ x1 i iis2
we have
dh
t s R y t , h9 t .  .  . .
dt
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w x  . .for all t g 0, T for which dhrdt t exists. Similarly one gets
d
e t s R y t , h9 t .  .  . .Ä Ärdt
w x  . .  .  .for all t g 0, T . Using these expressions for dhrdt t and drdt e t ,r
w xas in 4, pp. 435]436 one shows that
dh d
< <t y e t F const f t q y t q h t 13 .  .  .  .  .  . .r r 1 1dt dt
w x  .  .for all t g 0, T . Using 9 and 10 one estimates
t ky2 ky1< < < < < <h t F const 2cd q 2 a s ds q constd F const d q a t . .  .  .H1
0
14 .
 .  .  .Combining this with 13 and the estimates for f t and y t , we getr 1
dh d
ky1< < w xt y e t F const d q a t , t g 0, T . 15 .  .  . .rdt dt
 .On the other hand 6 gives
ky2d
iy1 ky3 ky1 ky2e t s ia t q k y 2 at q m9 t t q m t k y 1 t .  .  .  .  .r idt is1
1
ky3 ky2 ky1F cd q k y 2 at q k y 1 Lt q Lt .  .
1 y t
F k y 2 at ky3 q const d q t ky2 . .  .
Similarly,
d
ky3 ky2e t F k y 2 at y const d q t . .  .  .rdt
 .  .  .Combining the latter estimates for drdt e t with 15 , one getsr
k y 2 at ky3 y const d q t ky2 .  .
dh
ky3 ky2F t F k y 2 at q const d q t .  .  .
dt
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w xfor all t g 0, T . That is, there exists a constant M ) 0, and we may
 .assume this is the same constant as in 12 , such that
k y 2 at ky3 y Md y Mt ky2 .
dh
ky3 ky2 w xF t F k y 2 at q Md q Mt , t g 0, T . 16 .  .  .
dt
 .  .Fix M ) 0 with 12 and 16 .
Define e by
k y 2 y e
s 1 q b . 17 .
1 y e k y 2 .  .
 .We claim that 0 - e - 1. Indeed, 17 is equivalent to
e s 1 q b 1 y e k y 2 y k y 2 .  .  .  .
s k y 2 1 q b 1 y e y 1 .  .  .
s k y 2 b y e 1 q b , .  .
which implies
b k y 2 .
e s .
1 q 1 q b k y 2 .  .
It is now clear that 0 - e - 1.
Having fixed the constant M ) 0, choose T ) 0 such that
< <a
T F , 18 .
2 M
and the neighbourhood U of r so small that0 0
< <e a T
d s dist r , r - .0 2 M
for every r g U .0
Given r g U , set0
 .1r ky22 Md
t s . 19 .d  /< <e a
w xClearly 0 - t - T. Moreover for each t g t , T we haved d
< <e a
ky2 ky2 ky2< < < <t e a y Mt G t e a y MT G t .  .d d 2
< <2 Md e a
s s Md .
< <e a 2
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Hence
ky1 < < ky2 w xM d q t F e a t , t g t , T . 20 .  .d
 w x.In the same way for t g t , T we getd
< <e a
ky3 ky2 ky2< < < <t e a y Mt G t e a y MT G t s Md , .  .d d 2
therefore
ky2 < < ky3 w xM d q t F e a t , t g t , T . 21 .  .d
 . .  .We are going to estimate from above the ratio dhrdt t rh t on the
w x w x  .  .interval t , T . Given t g t , T , use 12 and 20 to getd d
< < ky2 ky1 < < ky2 < < ky2yh t G a t y M d q t G a t y e a t .  .
< < ky2s a t 1 y e ) 0. 22 .  .
 .  .In the same way, 16 and 21 imply
dh
ky3 ky2< <y t F k y 2 a t q M d q t .  .  .
dt
< < ky3 < < ky3F k y 2 a t q e a t .
< < ky3s k y 2 q e a t . .
Consequently,
< < ky3dhrdt t y dhrdt t k y 2 q e a t k y 2 q e .  .  .  .  .
s F sky2< <h t yh t 1 y ea t e .  .  .
23 .
w xfor all t g t , T .d
Consider the function
g t s h 2 t y y t h t . .  .  .  .1 1
 . w xIt is clearly continuous and g 9 t exists almost everywhere in 0, T . For
w x  .those t g t , T for which g 9 t exists, we haved
dg dh
t s 2h t h t y y t h t y y t t .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ç Ç1 1 1 1dt dt
dh dh
s 2h t h t y 2h t h t y y t t s yy t t G 0 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1dt dt
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w x  .for t g t , T . This and 23 implyd
dgrdt t yy t dhrdt t dhrdt t k y 2 q e .  .  .  .  .  .  .1s F F .2g t h t 1 y e t .  .  .h t y y t h t .  .  .1 1
Integrating the latter inequality gives
 .  .ky2qe r 1yeg t dgrdt s k y 2 q e 1 t .  .  .t t
ln s ds F ds s ln .H H  /g t g s 1 y e s t .  .  .t td dd d
 .According to 17 we have
k y 2 q e
s 1 q b k y 2 , .  .
1 y e .
 .while 19 yields
1qb2 Md
1qb . ky2.t s .d  /< <e a
Therefore
 . .1qb ky2t g t .d
g t F g t F N , 24 .  .  .d 1qb /t dd
where
1qb< <e a
N s . /2 M
Thus,
g t .d w xg t F N , t g t , T . 25 .  .d1qbd
w x  .On the interval 0, t the function g t can be estimated in a trivial way.d
w x  .Indeed, for t g 0, t , 14 impliesd
< < ky1h t F const d q t F const d . .  .1 d
 .  .  .In the same way one gets y t F const d . For h t we use 12 to get the1
same estimate. Therefore
2 2< < < < w xg t F h t q y t h t F const d , t g 0, t . .  .  .  .1 1 d
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w x  .Now for t g t , T the latter and 25 yieldd
d 2
1ybg t F const s const d . . 1qbd
Therefore
1yb w xg t F const d , t g 0, T . 26 .  .
Consequently,
< < 1yb .r2 w xh t F const d , t g 0, T . 27 .  .1
 .  . w x w xFor y t we already have y t F const d on 0, t . Let t g t , T . Then1 1 d d
 .from 22 we have
< < < < ky2h t s yh t F a t 1 y e ) 0. .  .  .
 .This and 24 imply
 . .1qb ky2t
< <y t h t F g t F g t .  .  .  .1 d  /td
Therefore
g t t 1qb . ky2. .d 1yb b ky2. 1yby t F F const d t F const d . .1 1qb . ky2. < <h tt  .d
Thus,
1yb w xy t F const d , t g 0, T . 28 .  .1
Now, applying a standard argument from the theory of differential
equations to the rest of coordinate functions, one derives that there exists
a constant C ) 0 such that
d F r , F r F Cd 1yb .r2 .t 0 t
w xfor all t g 0, T . This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
 xSubcase 4.2. a ) 0. Take T such that T - arL. Then for t g 0, T we
have
e t s at ky2 q l t t ky1 G t ky2 a y LT ) 0. .  .  .
 w x4Therefore F r : t g 0, T is an integral curve of the vector field H .t 0 p
 .Given r g U , set d s d r, r . As in the proof of Lemma 2 we see that0 0
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 .there exists a positive constant M with 12 . Fix m with this property and
 .  .take T such that 18 holds. Determine t g 0, T byd
 .1r ky22 Md
t s .d  /a
w .Then for each t g t , T we haved
a 2 Md a
ky2 ky2 ky2t a y Mt ) t a y MT G t s s Md . .  .d d 2 a 2
Hence
ky1 ky2 w xM d q t - at , t g t , T . d
and therefore
h t G at ky2 y M d q t ky1 ) 0 .  .
w .  w x4for all t g t , T . Consequently, F r : t g t , T is an integral curve ofd t d
H . Clearly,p
w xd F r , F r F const d F r , F r , t g t , T . 29 .  . .t 0 t t d 0 t dd
Since t s const d 1rky2. and along an integral curve F r of the general-d t
 .  .ized Hamiltonian flow, the functions y t and h9 t are Lipschitz while
1<  . <h t is Holder of order , it follows thatÈ1 2
1r2ky2.d F r , F r F const t s const d .’ .t d 0 t dd
 .This and 29 now imply
1r2ky2. w xd F r , F r F const d , t g 0, T , .t 0 t
which completes the proof of Subcase 4.2.
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